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Galerkin Methods for Singular Integral Equations

By K. S. Thomas

Abstract. The approximate solution of a singular integral equation by Galerkin's method is

studied. We discuss the theoretical aspects of such problems and give error bounds for the

approximate solution.

1. Introduction. In this paper we will discuss Galerkin's method for the approxi-

mate solution of the singular integral equation

(1.1) u(i)--J ¡_s      dt=f(s),

in which k(s, t) is a real-valued kernel (assumed smooth), f(s) is a given function,

and u(s) is the unknown function. The integral is to be interpreted as a Cauchy

principal value throughout the paper. It is well known that the solution of (1.1) is

not unique unless one restricts the space of functions in which the solution is

sought in some manner. In this paper we restrict u to lie in L2[-l, 1].

In Section 2 we outline the theory for singular integral equations. This is mainly

based on the treatment in [12]. We will show the uniqueness of the L2-solution of

(1.1). Also, from the theoretical treatment, one obtains the asymptotic behavior of

the solution at ± 1. The solution, in fact, nearly always has endpoint singularities.

In Section 3 we give the error analysis for Galerkin's method. The main result is

that

(1.2) ||u - uH\\0 < C(l + o(l))||(7 - />>||,

where un is the approximate solution, C a constant, and Pn is the projection

operator from L2[-l, 1] into the space of trial functions.

Section 4 deals with the use of spline functions as a basis for Galerkin's method.

The endpoint singularities mean that one must use splines on nonuniform parti-

tions and singular functions as the trial space. We show how to calculate a

partition that gives an asymptotic rate of convergence of 0(N~k) where A: — 1 is

the degree of the spline. The paper is concluded by a numerical example.

The basis for this paper is the section on singular integral equations in the book

by Cherruault [4]. Different treatments for singular integral equations include [6],

[7], [8], [9], [10].

2. Theoretical Treatment of Singular Integral Equations. The theoretical analysis

of singular integral equations using complex variable theory dates from Carleman

[3] and may be found in numerous text books (e.g. Tricomi [15], Muskhelishvili

[12]). We follow the treatment of [12, Chapters 10, 14] and show that (1.1) has a
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194 K. S. THOMAS

unique solution on L2[-l, 1]. The reader is left to fill in the details.

[12] shows that, in order to solve a singular integral equation such as (1.1) on an

open interval, one must specify the class G of functions in which the solution is

sought. This is often accomplished by imposing additional boundary conditions on

the solution. The questions of existence and uniqueness of solutions are answered

by computing the index k (an integer) of the integral equation with respect to the

class of functions G. (When considering singular integral equations on a contour in

the complex plane the index does not depend on additional boundary conditions.)

The integral equation (1.1) is rewritten in the form

(2.1) Au-Ku=f,

where

/„ ~\ ,  / \        / N      k(s, s) /• + > u(t)    ,
(2.2) Au(s) = u(s)-Lj-Z J      —— dt

It       J _\      t — 5

and

(2.3) Ku(s) = I f + ' k(s'l) - fe(5' S) u(t) dt.
77 y_i t — S

The operator A is called the dominant part of the integral equation. K is compact

because of the smoothness (Holder-continuity) of k(s, t).

The first stage of the theoretical analysis is to solve the equation

(2.4) Av = g,

where v, g G L2[-l, 1].

[12, Chapter 14] is used to determine the analytic solution of (2.4). We define the

function

(2.5) 9(s) = —   arctan    k(s, s),
■n (-it/2, n/2)

integers h„ n2 such that

(2.6) -1 < (9(1) + nx < 1,        -1 < -0(-l) + n2 < 1,

and the function

B(j) = (1 - i)"'(l + i)"2exp
r + i i

•/-i   ~t

i 9(t)
dt

The index of (2.4) is then given by

(2.7) k = - («, + n2),

and the analytic solution of (2.4) by

v = K*g

g{s) k(s,s)Sl(s)      r + i_   g(t)r
(2.8) 1 + k\s, s)      ^i + k2(s, s)    -'   ^(1 + k\t, t))ti{t)(t - s)

k(s,s)Q(s)PK.l(s)

dt

+
Vl + k2(s, s)

where PK_l(s) is an arbitrary polynomial of degree k — l,(PK_l(s) = 0 if k < 0).

The analytic solution gives useful information about the asymptotic behavior

near the ends s = ±1. By applying the results in [12, Chapter 4] we can show that
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(2.9) v(s) ~ a,(l - s),(l)+H>,      near s = 1,

(2.10) v(s) ~ a2(l + syH-l)+n\   near* = -1,

provided 0(1) ̂  0 and 0(-l) ^ 0.

If 9(s) has a zero of order r at s = ±1, then

(2.11) v(s) ~f(s) + Z>,(1 ± s)rlog(l ± s),   near* = ±1.

The conditions (2.6) indicate that nx, n2 are only determined to within ±1. Only

by imposing the condition v G G do we determine «,, n2. By choosing «,, n2 to

minimize the value «, + «2 can take without violating the condition u G C, (2.8)

will give the most general solution in the class G and (2.7) the index.

If we require that v G L2[-\, 1], we should replace (2.6) by

(2.12) _!<0(i)+ „, < 1,    -I < -0(-l) + «j < 1

to ensure that our solution is square-integrable. We can manipulate the first of

these inequalities to get

-1 < -i-^lX», < 1 -9(1) <|

since -\ < 9(s) <\. Hence, «, can only take the values 0 or 1. Similarly n2 can

only take the values 0 or 1. Hence, the minimum value of «, + «2, subject to

v G L2[-l, 1], is zero, i.e. <c = 0.

This establishes the uniqueness of the solution of the dominant equation.

Having solved the dominant part of the singular equation, the full equation can

be reduced to the Fredholm equation,

u- K*Ku = K*f.

Since the operator K*K is compact, the usual theory of the Fredholm alternative is

applicable. This means that either the integral equation will have a unique solution

in L\-\, 1] or unity will be an eigenvalue of K*K. We will assume for the

remainder of the paper the existence of a unique L2 solution.

Moreover, we have assumed that f(s) and k(s, t) are smooth functions, so that

g = Ku + f defines a smooth function g. Since u = K*g, u(s) will have similar

asymptotic behavior as v(s) near s = ±1, governed by the equations (2.9)—(2.11).

3. The Error Analysis of Galerkin's Method. To give an error analysis of

Galerkin's method, we rewrite (1.1) in the form

u — K}u — K2u = /,

KAs) = ±( + lk{S't) + k(t'S)u(t)dt
1 w     lit J_x t - s w

2 w      2tt J_, t - s w

The operator Kx is skew-hermitian and the operator K2 is symmetric and

compact. We first give the analysis of Galerkin's method for the problem

(3.1)

where

(3.2)

and

(3.3)
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(3.4) Bu = /,

where B = I - Kv We define the bilinear functional a(u, v) = (Bu, v) for u, v G

L2[-\, 1].

Lemma 3.1. (i) Re a(u, u) = ||«||2, u G L2[-l, 1].

(ii)|o(«,t>)|< ¡|5||||«|||H|,«,üEL2[-l, 1].

(iii) B'1 exists and \\B~l\\ < 1.

Proof, (i) Re(K{u, u) = \[(Kiu, u) + (Kxu, u)] = {-((K} + K*)u, u) = 0 since K*

= -Kv Hence, Re a(u, u) = (u, u) - Re(A:,M, u) = ||m||2.

(ii) This follows directly from the Schwarz inequality.

(iii) From (i) and the Schwarz inequality, one can show ||w||2 < ||5m|| ||u||.

Hence, ¡|w|| < ||5«||. (If ||u|| ^ 0, the division is permissible, if u = 0, the result is

trivial.) This establishes the existence of B~\ and ||B"'|| < 1 is established from a

standard result in functional analysis.

We let S„ c L2[-\, 1] be the finite-dimensional subspace (the dimension of Sn is

n) in which we find the Galerkin approximation un. We let Pn be the projection

operator onto the subspace Sn. The Galerkin approximation will satisfy

and the error in method is given by the following.

Theorem 3.2. The error in Galerkin's method for the problem Bu = fis given by

(3-5) ||u - «J| < PH ||(/- P>|[.

Proof. It is readily verified that a(u — u„, wn) = 0 for all wn G Sn. Hence,

II" - "Jl2 = Re a(u - u„,u - un) < \a(u -«„,«- un)\

< W{u -uH,u- P„u)\ + \a(u - u„, P„u - un)\

= \a(u - un, (I - Pn)u)\ < PU ||« - u„\\ ||(7 - Pn)u\\

from Lemma 3.1. Hence, we may divide through by \\u — un\\ and get the result.

For the full equation (3.1) we put

(3.6) Bu = v.

Then (3.1) is equivalent to

(3.7) v - K2Blv = /.

Since B1 is continuous and K2 compact, K2B~l forms a compact operator. We can

use the theory of prolongation and restriction operators developed in [11], [14] to

produce error bounds. We define operators qn and sn as follows. <¡>¡(t), i = 1, . . . , «,

is a set of linearly independent functions that span Sn. Define

qn.En^L2[-\, 1]

by
n

(3.8) qnyn = 2 »ft
/-i

and

VL2[-1, !]->£„
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by

(3-9) */-{(/.*)}•

It is readily confirmed that

(3.10) snqn = G„,

the Gramm matrix of the basis.

We put

(3.11) Bn = snBqn.

Then Galerkin's method for the problem (3.4) produces the linear equations

(3.12) ß„u„ = sj

and qnun is the Galerkin approximation. However, [14, Eq. 4] is not satisfied by qn,

sn, so we define prolongation and restriction operatorspn, rn by

(3.13) P„ = Bqn,   rn = B;ls„,

and now rj>„ = /„.

We define our norm in En by

(3.14) \K\\e. = H^vJI^.

This norm is related to the Euclidean vector norm by the following

Lemma 3.3. (i) (qnin, g) = <f„, sng), f„ G E„, g G L2[-l, 1] (i.e. j* = qn, q*n =

*„)•

(») \K\\eh = HG«/2vJl2> where <*„>£«> = 2/-g,., denotes the inner-product in E„

and || \\2is the usual Euclidean vector norm

\K\\l = <v„, v„>.

Proof.

(i) (qnin, g) = ( ¿  /A, g) = ¿ ¿(IT^) - <*„, *„£>•
\/=l /     ,=1

Kill - Il4%lli» = (<7nvn, q„v„) = <v„, i„?nvn>

= <V Gnyny = <G„'/2v„, G,1'2*,) = ||G„'/2vJ|2.

Lemma 3.3 is useful in establishing the stability of the prolongation and restriction

operators.

Theorem 3.4. If the norm  in Euclidean space is defined by  (3.14), then (i)

\\pn\\ < ll*||, (ii) ll'JI < 1.

Pr00/. (i) If u„ G £„ with ||u„||^ = 1,

ll/VU* » WBWnWi* < \\B\\\\qnun\\L2=\\B\\.

(ii) Let/ G L2[-l, 1] with ||/|| = 1. Then

lkn/ll£„ = l|Gn,/Vii2 = i|Gn1/^n/||2.

Now

Bn = G„ - snKxqn = Gn'/2(7 - C.-'VaC;"5)^.

•••   V = Gn'/2(7 - G?'\KiqnG;V*)-lG?'\
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So

Ik/Ik < \P - Gnl/\K,qnG^2)-\\2- \\G^\f\\2 < ||«""Vil*

since G~i/2snKlqnG~i/2 is skew-symmetric (Lemma 3.3(i)) and thus

||(7 - G^\KxqnG^2)-\ < 1.

Now

WG^XfWl = <snf, Gn-lsnf) = (/, qnG-\f).

qnG~lsn is simply the projection operator Pn from 7_2[-l, 1] into S„ and thus

\\qnGn'\\\ < 1- Hence, (f,qnG;%f) < ||/||2

.'•    \\rJ\\Eñ < 11/11

establishing the result.

Lemma 3.5. For g G L2[-l, 1] we have

(3.15) ||(1 -Pnrn)g\\ < \\B\\2\\(I - PjB-tgl

Proof.

11(1 -p„rH)g\\ = \\B(B~l - q„B-lsn)g\\

< \\B\\ 11(5-' - q„B;\)g\\ < \\B\\2\\(I - P„)B-lg\\,

since the second term is merely the error in Galerkin's method applied to the

problem BW = g and we may use Theorem 3.2.

Following the method described in [14, Section 6], (3.4) is to be approximated by

(7„ - r.^r-V.K = rJ>

which is equivalent to

(G„ - s„(Kx + K2))y„ = sj,

the Galerkin approximation of the full equation. For brevity we put

Kn = rnK2B-lp„.

[14, Theorem 3.2] can now be used to establish a bound on ||(7„ — Kn)~l\\E. We

recall the assumption of a unique L2-solution which implies the existence of

(7 - K2B~y.

Theorem 3.6. If (I - K2B~lyx exists and

(3.16) S„ = ||(7 - K2B-iyl\\ \\B\\3 \\(I - Pn)B~'K2\\ < 1,

then (I„ — Kn) is nonsingular and satisfies

ii(/.-^>-ik<"J"(/,:yr"-

Proof. The term

11(1 - Pnrn)K2B-l\\ < p||2||(7 - Pn)B'K2B\\

< l|5||2H(/ - Pn)B~xK2\\,

since ||7?"'|| < 1 by Lemma 3.1(iii).
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The theorem follows directly from [14, Theorem 3.2]. We can now calculate the

error ||u - qnvn\\.

Theorem 3.7. The error in Galerkin's method for the equation (3.1) satisfies

ll«-«J„ll < \\B\\(l + C(n))\\(I - Pn)u\\,

where

„ ,-v                 r( v      \\B\f\\(l - K2B~')-\\\\(I - Qt)B^K*2\\
(3.17) L(n) =-j——^-,

Qn = pnrn, Sn < 1 is in Eq. (3.16), and * denotes the adjoint.

Proof. Since Bu = v, we have

II« - q„yn\\ < II" - 1nB-n\Bu\\ + \\qn(B-\v - v„)||

= \\u - qnB-\Bu\\ + \\rnv - yn\\K.

The first term is simply the error in Galerkin's method for the problem Bu = Bu,

and

\\u - qnB-\Bu\\ < PU ||(7 - 7>>||.

For the second term we use [14, Eq. 18] to get

II'.« - vJk < ||(7 - K„yl\\EJ\rn\\ \\K2B~l(l - p„rn)Bu\\.

A bound for ||(7 — ÄT„)_11| is given in Theorem 3.6 and

\\K2B-\I - pnrn)Bu\\

= \\K2B~l(I - ö,)27iM|| < ||tf27r'(7 - ÔJII IK* - Qn)Bu\\

< ||(7 - QZ)B*-lKÍ\\ \\B\\2 ||(7 - 7>>||.

Hence,

/        P||2||(7 - tf,7r')|| 11(7 - Q*)B*-xKt\\ \  ,
II« - onyn\\ < ||2?||! 1 + iUUÜ-2    /_gn-—-^ j||<7 - 7>>||

= ||£||(1 + C(n))||(/ - Pn)u\\    as required.

To discuss convergence as n —> oo, we assume that Png -^>g as n —* oo for all

g G L2[-\, 1]. We can then produce

Lemma 3.8. Suppose Png -> g as n -» oo for all g G L2[-l, 1]. Then

(i)Pnrng^gforallgeL2[-l,l],

(n)(p„rn)*g^gforallg&L2l-\,l].

(iii) c(n)^>0in (3.17).

Proof, (i) B xg G L2[-l, 1], so we can use Lemma 3.5.

(ii) Since (p„r„)*g = qn(B*)~isnB*g, the convergence of (pnrn)*g to g depends on

the convergence of Galerkin's method for the problem B*w = B*g. It is readily

verified that B may be replaced by B* in the analysis prior to Theorem 3.2, and the

desired convergence is readily established.
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(iii) Since (B*)~} is continuous and K2 compact, the composition (B*)~lK2 is

compact and ||(7 — Q*)(B*)~XK2\\ —> 0 from a standard theorem in functional

analysis; cf. [14]. Thus c(n) —> 0.

This lemma gives the interesting result

||(7 - P„)u\\ < \\u - q„y„\\ < \\B\\ ||(7 - Pn)u\\ + o(l),

which is of the form (1.2).

4. Spline Functions as a Basis for Galerkin's Method. The spline functions form a

convenient basis for Galerkin's method. One can often calculate the resulting

"stiffness" matrix analytically. However, we saw from Section 2 that the solution of

the singular integral equations under discussion invariably possesses endpoint

singularities. Hence there is a need to use splines defined on nonuniform meshes

and to possibly incorporate suitable singular functions into the basis.

The principal contributions to the theory of splines on nonuniform meshes have

been Rice [13], de Boor [1], Burchard [2], and Dodson [5]. All of these authors have

shown that with careful knot selection one can achieve asymptotically optimal rates

of convergence (0(N~k) for splines of degree less than k). The difficulty in

applying the theory is that the function we wish to approximate is unknown. In this

case we may use the known asymptotic behavior at the endpoints to calculate a

good set of knots.

First we will define our notation, w will denote a partition

it: a = t0<ti < ■ ■ ■ <tN = b

of the interval [a, b]. Pk denotes the set of piecewise polynomials of degree less

than k and having breakpoints at the t¡, i = I, . . . , N — I. We will find approxi-

mations in the class

sk = \P"' *"''
*       [PknC[a,b],     k>2,

and determine a partition to give 0(N "*) rates of convergence in the space

L2[a, b\. (One can easily adapt the method to give estimates in more general spaces

L'[a, b].)

The first lemma is adapted from [2, Lemma 1].

Lemma 4.1. Let f G C(k\a, b].  Then there exist s G S£ and a constant Ak,

independent off, for which

(a)

max   |/(i) - s(t)\ < AX   max   \fk\

for i = 0, . . ., TV - \,and h¡ = fJ+I - /,;

(b)ifk> 1,

*(',) = /(/,),       / = 0, . . ., N.

Proof. One can construct s by equidistant Lagrange interpolation of degree k — 1

in the interval [t„ ti+]]. Then^ = \/k\. One takes Al =\.

Remark. By a more judicious choice of interpolation points in [t¡, tj+l], one could

obtain smaller values for Ak when k > 2. We can now produce our main theorem.
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Theorem 4.2. Let f G Cik)[a, b] and g(t) be a continuous function that satisfies

(i)g(t) > ß >0,fort G [a, H

(ii) |/fc)(0r < g(t)Jor t G [a, b] anda = 2/(2* + 1).

For an integer N, define the partition it* = (f,)fLo °f la> ^]> where t0 = a and

(4.1) ftl+ig(t)dt-jjf*g(t)dt.

Then there exists an integer N0 such that, for N > N0, there exists s* G Sk. such that

U-s*\\<^-k{fag(t)dt} ,

where Ck is independent of N and f.

Proof (cf. [2]). log g(t) is uniformly continuous, so there exists 8 > 0 such that

i
x<

Also, for t¡ defined by (4.1),

max     g(t) < 2    min     g(t).
x<Kx + S x<t<x+6

We choose N0 such that h¡ < 8, i = 0, . . . , N - l, iî N > N0. Then, for N > N0

andf G[i,,//+1],

\fk)(t)\° <    max    g(t) < 2   min    g(í)
í,<í<(,+i t¡<t<tí+l

Hence, using the fact a = 2/(2k + 1),

^.jTgíOAj farie[/„fl+1].

Chooser* G 5!^. from Lemma 1. Then

ll/-^H2<   2 ¿ft?*+I    max    |/«(/)|2
,=0 ',<'<'/+!

JV-1 /-, . \2*+l j2<)2*+l  ,      .

Hence,

C,, l  rb   , .      i*+i/2

2A+1

H/-*K^{j[**(')<ft

where Q = 2*+1/2^.

The partition m* will produce a fine mesh in regions where g(t) is large.

However, the theorem is not directly applicable to functions with endpoint singu-

larities. Dodson [5] has shown that a similar result will hold for functions whose

k\h derivative has a finite number of singularities and is monotonie in a neighbor-

hood of such singularities. The key property is the integrability of the function g(t).

It is instructive to consider the function/(/) = t" (a > -j) over the integral [0, 1].
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Here we would take

g(t) = 7V2<-*>A2*+1\

where Pak is a constant. g(t) is clearly integrable, and from (4.1) we recover the

partition due to Rice [13]

_ 2A: + 1
* " la + 1 "

This result is useful since it gives insight into how the knots should be placed

near the endpoints. It also points out a practical difficulty. If a is close to -|, then

q will get very large, so, although in theory we can get 0(N~k) rates of conver-

gence, the distance between knots becomes so small that computing with them is

well-nigh impossible. Also, one can calculate

/ r1  / x ,\i/a     ( „    2A: + l\*+'/2

and see that the size of this term will be large when a ~ -j, and the accuracy

obtained with this partition may only be modest.

The introduction of singular functions into the basis reduces, to a large extent,

the problem of small intervals. We know that the solution of (1.1) has the form

u(s) = (1 - s)a(\ + s)ßw(s),

where w(s) is smooth and a, ß are known. For a given integer N, we construct a

solution as follows. In an interval [-1,-1 + Ô|(7V)], where ôt(N) is a function of N,

we find an approximation of the form

(4.2) UN(s) = C,(l + sf,

and in an interval [1 — 82(N), 1] (82(N) is a function of N) we find an approxima-

tion of the form

(4.3) UN(s) = C2(l - s)°.

Cx, C2 are constants to be determined. 8X(N) and 82(N) are chosen so that

/_;"** W-M.)r *-*(£).

/.'^(■W-Mtf*-^

In the interval [-1 + S,(/V), 1 — 82(N)], u(s) is to be approximated by a spline

uN(s) of degree A: and with N knots chosen according to Theorem 4.2.

If ir denotes a partition of [-1 + 8V 1 — 82], we let Sk be the space formed by

augmenting the spline space with the singular functions. We can construct a

function í G Sk such that \\s - u\\ = 0(N~k), as follows.

In the interval [-1,-1 + ó*,], u(s) has the form

u(s) = (1 + sfv(s) = (1 + s)ß{v(-\) + (1 + s)c'(ö},

where ü(í) is smooth and £ G (-1, -1 + 5,). Hence, if m(j) is approximated by

u(-l)(l + s)ß in [-1, -1 + 5,], the L2 error will be
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--1 + «,

r+\i + s)2ß+2\vm2ds

Hence, by taking

1/2 Of
+ 1.5

max

V2/8 + 3   -«<*<-»+'

8ß+,5/\/2ß + 3 = N~k,

\v'(s)\.

i.e.

(4.4) 5, = (2/3 + 3)VO***N-*/V+is>t

we will achieve the desired rate of convergence. Similarly, we take

(4.5) 82 = (2a + 3) l/(2a + 3)Af_*/W+i.5)

to achieve the desired rate of convergence in [1 — 82, 1].

To calculate a partition of [-1 + 5,, 1 — 82], we must find a suitable function

g(s) for use in Theorem 4.2. One can show that

«<*>(,) = (1 - s)a-k(l + s)ß-"Wk(s),

where Wk(s) is bounded, and we put

sW=iD(|-sC~I/ 0<s<1-
1 £>(1 + s)iß-k)°,      -1<í<0,

where D is a constant chosen such that g(s) > [u(k\s)Y. It is then easy to show that

C~Slg(i) dt = D { -L(l - 670 + -L(l - 8?)),
•'-1 + S, I  Yl Ï2 J

with

y, = (ß - k)a + 1,    y2 = (a - k)a + 1.

The desired partition is calculated from (4.1) and is

i/y,

for/ = 0, 1, . . . , TV*, and

(1 - SJ.) + Ii(l - «,'■)
M

1 1 >/T2

= N* + 1, . . . , N,

where

N* 1 - Ó71- < -!-

N     (1 - 070 + 2t(i - sp)
Y2

The integer /V* is needed because of the different forms of g(s) for s negative and

positive. The constant D cancels out in the computation.

Hence we may show the existence of a function s G S*, with the desired rate of

convergence. From Theorem 3.7 it will then follow that the rate of convergence of

the Galerkin approximation UN(s), when our trial space is Sk„ satisfies

||« - U„\\ = 0(N~k).
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The numerical solution will suffer a mild discontinuity at the points -1 + 5„

1 — 82, but numerical experience has shown that this is not a serious defect.

5. Numerical Example. Galerkin's method, using a basis of piecewise linear

functions and the singular functions of Section 4, was implemented and applied to

the example

1   r + i u(t)

i

which has the exact solution

1    M -*\»/4

, .       1   c + i  u(t)    ,
u(s) - - I      -*-¿- dt = 1,

■ÏÏ J^\    t — s

u(s) =
V2 (fH)

For A = 1, the following results were obtained. The first table gives the value of

the constants C,, C2 of (4.2) and (4.3), together with Ó", and 82 from (4.4) and (4.5).

N

16

32

C,

0.8405

0.8407

0.0155

0.0054

C,

0.5971

0.5958

0.0561

0.0263

The value of C, should tend to 2"1/4 = 0.8409 as N -» oo, and C2 should tend to

2~3/4 = 0.5946 as N -» oo. We will now compare the Galerkin approximation with

the true solution at interior points

-0.8

-0.4

0.0

0.4

0.8

N = 16

1.2256

0.8747

0.7068

0.5720

0.4082

N = 32

1.2243

0.8738

0.7073

0.5721

0.4082

true

1.2247

0.8739

0.7071

0.5721

0.4082
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